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Stink-o-saurus
Deano Yipadee
Illus Paul Beavis

$18.99
Stan was a rare dinosaur,
a one of a kind.
Most roared from their front,
HIS roar came from his BEHIND!

INCLUDES
CD

You’ll split your pants laughing at Stan, the world’s only STINK-O-SAURUS. But can his stinky
antics save the day and keep Tommy T-Rex far away? From the creators of the hilarious Jingle
Bells, Rudolph Smells and Nee Naw the Little Fire Engine.

Sales Points:
QTY

ª|xHSLHRFy43473 z

• Hilarious song with an easy-to-sing melody and a catchy refrain
• Brilliantly illustrated with the quirky art of Paul Beavis
• Every child who loved the fartilicious Jingle Bells, Rudolph Smells will be dying to get their
hands on this new book!
SCHOLASTIC NEW ZEALAND • ISBN 9781775434733 • PAPERBACK • PICTURE • AGES 3+
• 250 X 240 MM • 24 PP • $18.99

Row, Kiwi, Row Your Boat
INCLUDES
CD

Ngaere Roberts
Illus Stevie Mahardhika

$18.99
Row, kiwi, row your boat, out from the wooden pier. Come hunting for a taniwha,
we’re sure there’s one round here. Join the fun as three cheeky kiwi set out on
a rowboat adventure to find a new friend — KA PAI! Includes bonus CD by iconic
New Zealand entertainer Pio Terei. Companion title to the best-selling sing-along,
The Kiwi Hokey Tokey.

Sales Points:
• Lyrics sung by popular entertainer Pio Terei, in English and in Māori.
Guitar-only version also included for children to sing to by themselves
• Lovable and vibrant illustrations by Stevie Mahardhika
• Children will enjoy spotting the cheeky,
playful taniwha hidden in the illustrations
• Full of iconic NZ native animals, hilariously depicted,
essentially a story about making new friends
SCHOLASTIC NEW ZEALAND LTD
• ISBN 9781775434931 • PAPERBACK • PICTURE
• AGES 3+ • 250 X 240 MM • 32 PP • $18.99

QTY

ª|xHSLHRFy434931z
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Old MacDonald Had a Farm
Topp Twins
Illus Jenny Cooper

INCLUDES
CD

$18.99
Old MacDonald had a farm, E-I-E-I-O,
and on that farm he had some…
fun and games and DRAMAS with those rascally,
rowdy farm animals. E-I-E-I-O!
Cluck, moo, woof and hum along to
this all-time favourite song by the
incomparable Topp Twins.

Sales Points:
• Another light-hearted romp from everyone’s favourite twins
• Everyone knows the tune and will soon be singing along and
making all the animal noises — who knew that alpacas go
‘hmm-hmm’, anyway?
• Hilariously illustrated by Jenny Cooper
• Over 320,000 copies of the first five titles by this talented
trio in print!
SCHOLASTIC NEW ZEALAND • ISBN 9781775434986
• PAPERBACK • PICTURE • AGES 3+ • 250 X 240 MM • 24 PP
• $18.99
QTY

ª|xHSLHRFy434986z

The Scariest Thing
in the Garden
Craig Smith
Illus Scott Tulloch

$18.99
Whose eyes are those in the garden?
Look, it’s a scaredy-sprout! What do
you think scared that sprout so much?
A-A-A-A-R-R-R-R!
Laugh out loud to this super-silly
song and discover what truly IS the
SCARIEST thing in the garden!
From the author of the NUMBER
ONE bestseller The Wonky Donkey.

Sales Points:
• By the same team that brought you My Daddy Ate an Apple and Square Eyes
• The simple, repetitive lyrics build up the suspense on each page
• Kids will love the surprise twist in the tale at the end
• Great discussion starter on how everything is relative, depending on who/what/how big you are . . .
SCHOLASTIC NEW ZEALAND • ISBN 9781775435051 • PAPERBACK • PICTURE • AGES 3+
• 250 X 240 MM • 24 PP • $18.99
QTY
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The Wonky Donkey’s Honky-Tonky
All-Time Favourite Hits
Craig Smith
Illus Katz Cowley & Scott Tulloch

INCLUDES
CD

$24.99
Four hilarious all-time favourite best-selling picture
books with song CD by the honky-tonky, Wonky
Donkey author and musician Craig Smith, in a musthave Wonky Donkey carry bag. Includes the awardwinning song The Wonky Donkey and the hits Willbee
the Bumblebee, My Daddy Ate an Apple and Square
Eyes.

Sales Points:
• No.1 best-selling author
• Smith’s trademark funny lyrics, with a slightly
naughty edge, appeal to both children and adults
• Hilariously illustrated by collaborators Katz
Cowley (Wonky Donkey and Willbee) and Scott
Tulloch (My Daddy Ate an Apple and Square Eyes)
• Smith’s The Wonky Donkey was a record-breaking,
sensational hit in NZ and Australia, and was also a
NZ Post Children’s Choice Award winner
SCHOLASTIC NEW ZEALAND
• ISBN 9781775435068 • PAPERBACK • PICTURE
• AGES 3+ • 220 X 210 MM • 24 PP • $24.99
QTY

ª|xHSLHRFy435068z

A Kiwi Jingle Bells Celebration Edition
Yvonne Morrison
Illus Deborah Hinde

$18.99
Oh, jingle bells, jingle bells, jingle all the way, Christmas in New Zealand
on a sunny summer’s day, ay! Jingle bells, jingle bells, jingle all the way,
Oh what fun it is to have a Kiwi holiday!
Best-selling author and illustrator, Yvonne Morrison and Deborah
Hinde give an old Christmastime favourite the Kiwi treatment.
Companion title to New Zealand’s all-time best-selling A Kiwi Night
Before Christmas.

Sales Points:
• Proven seller, now in a beautiful, rejacketed hardback edition
• Jam-packed with iconic and humorous local lingo

QTY

ª|xHSLHRFy435075z

• A perfect Kiwi summer roadie read
• Great value hardback at only $18.99!
• Everyone knows the tune and will be able to sing along straight away
SCHOLASTIC NEW ZEALAND • ISBN 9781775435075 • HARDBACK
• PICTURE • AGES 3+ • 265 X 215 MM • 24 PP • $18.99
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Pig the Elf
Aaron Blabey

Pig the Elf
INCLUDES REWARD
CHART + STICKERS

Aaron Blabey

BOXED SET
INCLUDING PLUSH

$18.99

$29.99

SCHOLASTIC PRESS • ISBN 9781742764092 • HARDBACK
• PICTURE • AGES 3+ • 250 X 240 MM • 24 PP • $18.99

SCHOLASTIC PRESS • ISBN 9781742765488 • BOXED SET
• PICTURE • AGES 3+ • 195 X 240 MM • 24 PP • $29.99

QTY

ª|xHSLHOCy764092z

QTY

ª|xHSLHOCy76548 z

Santa was coming! ’Twas bigger than big!

Sales Points:

No one loves Christmas more than Pig. And the world’s greediest pug will
stay up all night to get his presents! Another laugh-out-loud book filled with
holiday cheer, from the award-winning creator of Pig the Pug.

• Great story for reading out loud
• Over one million copies of Pig the Pug in print worldwide
• Themes: Christmas, gift-giving, thankfulness, manners

Piranhas Don’t Eat Bananas
Aaron Blabey

$29.99

BOXED SET
INCLUDING PLUSH

‘Hey there guys. Would you like a banana?’
‘What’s wrong with you, Brian? You’re a piranha.’
Brian loves bananas. Trouble is, Brian’s a piranha. And his friends aren’t
happy about his fondness for fruit . . . From the best-selling author
of Pig the Pug and Thelma the Unicorn comes one of the funniest and
cheekiest books you’ll ever read.

Sales Points:
• Hilarious story for both young and old
• From best-selling, CBCA-short-listed author
• Great story for reading out loud
• Perfect for showing children about being true to yourself
• Themes: being yourself, trying new things, breaking stereotypes
QTY
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SCHOLASTIC PRESS • ISBN 9781742765501 • BOXED SET
• PICTURE • AGES 4+ • 195 X 240 MM • $29.99
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Miniwings #3: Oceana’s Kitty Catastrophe
Sally Sutton
Illus Kirsten Richards

$14.99
Sshh . . . NOT for parents! You can keep a SECRET, right? Clara and I have a herd of tiny, talking,
splishy-splashy, flying horses — and they’re REAL! It’s true. Those naughty Miniwings get us into so
much TROUBLE. Who would have thought a weekend at Nana’s could lead to a complete KITTY
CATASTROPHE!

Sales Points:
• Delightful new series from Sally Sutton
• Each of the six personality-packed, mischievous Miniwings stars in their own
hilarious adventure
• Adorably illustrated throughout, in full colour, by Kirsten Richards
• For fans of Go Girl! and the Ella Diaries

QTY

SCHOLASTIC NEW ZEALAND • ISBN 9781775434856 • PAPERBACK • FICTION • AGES 7+
• 210 X 148 MM • 96 PP • $14.99

ª|xHSLHRFy434856z

ALSO AVAILABLE

Miniwings #1:
Glitterwing’s
Book Week
Blunder

Miniwings #2:
Whizz’s
Internet
Oopsie

Sally Sutton
Illus Kirsten Richards

Sally Sutton
Illus Kirsten Richards

$7.00

$14.99

QTY

ª|xHSLHRFy434238z

SCHOLASTIC NEW ZEALAND • ISBN 9781775434238 • PAPERBACK
• FICTION • AGES 7+ • 210 X 148 MM • 96 PP • $7.00

QTY

ª|xHSLHRFy434245z

SCHOLASTIC NEW ZEALAND • ISBN 9781775434245 • PAPERBACK
• FICTION • AGES 7+ • 210 X 148 MM • 96 PP • $14.99
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How Not to Stop a Kidnap Plot
Suzanne Main
Illus Fraser Williamson

$16.99
Michael is on a mission. After a run-in with his sworn enemy, Angus, Michael’s brilliant payback plan
BACKFIRES. Now he’s in the school production — as a tree — his WORST NIGHTMARE! When Michael
discovers a twisted KIDNAP PLOT, his troubles soon multiply. It’s obvious that rich-kid Angus is the target.
Can Michael and his motley bunch of mates solve the kidnap mystery and destruct a planet-threatening
plan BEFORE IT’S TOO LATE? A high-tech adventure by the award-winning author of How I Alienated
My Grandma.

Sales Points:
• Main writes with a light, humorous style that children will love
• Great problem-solving adventure drama with just a touch of farce
QTY
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• Her debut novel received wonderful reviews
• With funny chapter illustrations from Fraser Williamson
SCHOLASTIC NEW ZEALAND • ISBN 9781775434801 • PAPERBACK • FICTION • AGES 9+ • 198 X 128 MM
• 288 PP • $16.99

The Ugly Five
Julia Donaldson
Illus Axel Sheffler

$27.99

QTY

Who’s that singing on the savanna? It’s the top-five ugly animals in Africa! The wildebeest, warthog,
vulture, hyena and marabou stork swagger proudly across the savanna, rejoicing in their ugliness–
and delighting their babies, who think they’re perfect just the way they are. Inspired by the real-life
Ugly Five safari animals, Julia Donaldson and Axel Scheffler’s brand-new picture book is a jubilant
celebration of animals who are often rather unloved. The funny, heart-warming rhyme is a joy to
read aloud, while bold, comical illustrations bring the savanna spectacularly to life.

ª|xHSLEKHy174198z

Sales Points:
• A gloriously funny celebration of five of the most overlooked and unloved creatures on earth
• Inspired by Julia Donaldson’s recent South African safari, where she discovered the real-life
Ugly Five animals
• Julia Donaldson and Axel Scheffler’s books have been translated into over 20 languages
SCHOLASTIC UK • ISBN 9781407174198 • HARDBACK • PICTURE • AGES 3+ • 218 X 285 MM
• 32 PP • $27.99

LEGO: Make Your Own Movie
$29.99
Lights . . . camera . . . action! Bring your LEGO minifigures to life with this beginner-friendly guide to stopmotion animation. Ten ‘Mini Movies’ walk you through using your phone, tablet, or computer to make short,
funny clips with step-by-step instructions. Set the stage with any of the six included background settings and
thirty-six LEGO elements including a pizza, banana, baseball cap, six minifigure heads, and more! Plus, learn
the tricks of the trade as you dive into more advanced skills, such as lighting, sound effects, and camera
angles. With these tips and tricks, every movie you make is guaranteed to be a successful smash hit.

Sales Points:
QTY
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• Comes with: 36 LEGO elements, punch-out animation frames, foldout paper backgrounds
• Make 10 step-by-step mini-movies with LEGO bricks and minifigures
• Real animator-approved ideas and inspiration for lighting, scenery, sound effects and camera angles
• Mix and match endless story-starter ideas to kick-start your creativity
• Use your own phone, tablet or computer to get started
• Super-clear instructions with hands-on learning
KLUTZ • ISBN 9781338137200 • PAPERBACK • ACTIVITY • AGES 8+ • 264 X 255 MM • 80 PP • $29.99
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Diary of a Minecraft Zombie #11: Insides Out
Zack Zombie

$10.99
Zombie has to deal with one of the biggest challenges he has ever faced in his preteen life . . . his feelings!
Zombie is going through some really weird changes. Weirder than a 13-year-old Minecraft Zombie is used to.
It’s all because of these crazy things that are causing all kinds of havoc in his life. Will Zombie be able to get a
grip? Or will his preteen angst get the better of him?

Sales Points:
• Each new title has hit the top 5 best-selling kids’ titles every month
• Over 300,000 copies in print in Australia since the series release in November 2016
• Sales are growing with the release of every new book
• Look out for a new book every month
QTY
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• The hilarious series gives young gamers a break from screen time and encourages them to love reading
as well
• Nominated for the 2016 Nickelodeon Kids’ Choice Award for Favourite Book
• Consistently in Amazon’s Top 10 Best Sellers List
KOALA BOOKS • ISBN 9781743818398 • PAPERBACK • FICTION • AGES 8+ • 198 X 128 MM
• 160 PP • $10.99

Herobrine’s Wacky Adventures #2: Herobrine Scared Stiff
Zack Zombie

$10.99
It’s Herobrine’s first Halloween, and he’s got to save the world! Herobrine is already weirded out by the crazy
ghost, goblins and ghouls he sees taking over the human world on Halloween. But now he’s terrified to find
out that Zombies and Creepers have invaded the human world as well! Will he be able to save the human
world from all of the monster Mobs that are taking over the earth?

Sales Points:
• The series is based on Herobrine — a mysterious character in the world of Minecraft that many players
are excited by
• From the brains behind the ever popular series, Diary of a Minecraft Zombie
• The Herobrine series has a story revolving around a special holiday
QTY
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• The hilarious series gives young gamers a break from screen time and encourages them to love reading
as well!
KOALA BOOKS • ISBN 9781743818374 • PAPERBACK • FICTION • AGES 8+ • 198 X 128 MM
• 160 PP • $10.99

Ripley’s Believe It Or Not!
$21.99

OUT OF THIS WORLD EDITION 2018

Don’t miss this all-new Ripley’s Believe It or Not! which features 144 full-colour pages of the most incredible
facts, strangest discoveries, and weirdest wonders of the world! This year’s edition features oddities
including a house in China that is covered with millions of sea shells, a new invention that allows you to grind
up insects for cooking, and a secret amusement park housed in an abandoned salt mine in Romania that
must be seen to be believed.

Sales Points:
• A new Ripley’s Special Edition — just in time for the holidays! Features eye-catching cover effects
• As an annual edition, Ripley’s is comparable to the best-selling Guinness Book of World Records

QTY
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• This annual is consistently one of our top-selling nonfiction titles
• Eye-catching special effects package & full-colour photo interiors make this HB format collectible
• A great gift item for the hard-to-buy-for tween boy
SCHOLASTIC INC • ISBN 9781338200270 • HARDBACK • NON FICTION • AGES 8+ • 254 X 204 MM
• 144 PP • $21.99
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The Bad Guys Episode 6
Aaron Blabey

$14.99
One by one, the Bad Guys are vanishing. TAKEN by a creature with way too many teeth and far too many
bottoms. Is this the end? Maybe. But will it be funny? You bet your butts it will!

Sales Points:
• Sixth episode in the best-selling INTERNATIONAL SMASH-HIT series from Aaron Blabey

QTY
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• Laugh your butts off as the Bad Guys VANISH one by one, in this creepy and HILARIOUS
new episode
• Alien vs Bad Guys. Deep space . . . deep poo
SCHOLASTIC PRESS • ISBN 9781760279486 • PAPERBACK • FICTION • AGES 7+ • 190 X 150 MM
• 144 PP • $14.99

The Bad Guys Badder Box Episodes 1–5
Aaron Blabey

$49.99

“I wish I’d had
these books as a
kid. Hilarious!”

BOXED
SET

Buckle up for the funniest, naughtiest and coolest series you’ll ever
read! They look like the Bad Guys, they sound like the Bad Guys . . .
and they even smell like the Bad Guys. But Mr Wolf, Mr Piranha, Mr
Snake and Mr Shark are about to change all of that — whether you want
them to or not! Will Mr Wolf’s daring, dangerous plans give the Bad
Guys a much-needed image makeover? Will Mr Snake stop swallowing
things he shouldn’t? And who is that mysterious figure watching them
from the shadows?

– Dav Pilkey, Creator
of Captain Underpants
and Dog Man

SCHOLASTIC PRESS • ISBN 9781742763262 • BOXED SET
• FICTION • AGES 7+ • 190 X 150 MM • 144 PP • $49.99
QTY

ª|xHSLHOCy763262z
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The Stink Before Christmas
Sam Nixon & Mark Rhodes
Illus Tom Knight

INCLUDES SANTA
DOOR HANGER

$17.99
It’s time to deliver presents, but Santa’s tummy is feeling funny and he needs to let
out parps along the way . . . But as a result, all the presents fall in the sea. Will Santa’s
trusty reindeer come to the rescue, after their Brussels sprout snack?

Sales Points:
• A laugh-out-loud Christmas romp from BAFTA-winning children’s TV presenters
Sam & Mark
QTY

• A spoof on the ’Twas the Night Before Christmas poem, this parp-packed treat is
full of festive fun for all the family

ª|xHSLHOCy767598z

• Comes with a ‘Santa Stop Here’ sign for children to cut out and keep
• Hilariously cheeky illustrations by Tom Knight
SCHOLASTIC UK • ISBN 9781742767598 • PAPERBACK • PICTURE • AGES 3+
• 275 X 250 MM • 32 PP • $17.99

The Highway Rat
Julia Donaldson
Illus Axel Scheffler

BOARD BOOK
CHRISTMAS GIFT EDITION

$14.99
The Highway Rat rides along the highway stealing all the travellers’ food. But a crafty duck and her
mysterious sister soon put an end to his crooked ways!

Sales Points:
QTY
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• Julia Donaldson and Axel Scheffler’s bestseller, The Highway Rat, is now available as a gift edition board
book with a gorgeously festive cover
• From the superstar creators of The Gruffalo, Stick Man and Zog
• The Highway Rat has sold over 500,000 copies
SCHOLASTIC UK • ISBN 9781407181059 • BOARD BOOK • PICTURE • AGES 1+ • 166 X 184 MM
• 32 PP • $14.99

Coming Home
Michael Morpurgo
Illus Kerry Hyndman

$17.99
A beautifully-written, lyrical and heart-warming Christmas story with stunning, child-friendly illustrations.
Ideal for sharing with friends and family — young and old — during the festive season.

Sales Points:
• A classic Christmas picture book by Michael Morpurgo, author of many bestsellers, including War Horse,
which became a smash hit theatre play and a film, directed by Stephen Spielberg
• Michael Morpurgo is published in 45 languages in addition to English

QTY
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• Kerry Hyndman is a very talented young illustrator — Coming Home is her first picture book. She was
nominated for the 2016 Blue Peter Award for illustrating Survivor
• Coming Home features gorgeously wintery scenes that’ll have you hankering for snow, fairy lights,
Christmas trees, mince pies and mulled wine — the perfect stocking filler
DAVID FICKLING BOOKS • ISBN 9781910200803 • PAPERBACK • PICTURE • AGES 4+ • 216 X 270 MM
• 32 PP • $17.99
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There Was an Old Lady Who Swallowed a Star!
P. Crumble
Illus Louis Shea

3D
EDITION

$18.99
It is time for Christmas and the old lady’s festive appetite is enormous. Hold onto your chimneys as even
Santa isn’t safe from the old lady’s chompers this year. Surely she’ll POP! Follow the old lady’s Christmas
rampage in 3D action!

Sales Points:
QTY
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• Best-selling Christmas book now with amazing 3D illustrations
• Includes 3D glasses inside
• Over 350,000 books in print across this popular series
• A fun gift to keep everyone entertained these holidays
SCHOLASTIC AUSTRALIA • ISBN 9781760279325 • PAPERBACK • PICTURE • AGES 3+
• 250 X 240 MM • 24 PP • $18.99

There Was an Old Bloke Who Swallowed a Present
P. Crumble
Illus Louis Shea

BOARD
BOOK

$11.99
The old bloke has swallowed one of Santa’s presents! Keep an eye on your Christmas tree and guard your
stockings, because now he’s on the hunt for more Christmas snacks!

Sales Points:
• A new board book edition of this best-selling Christmas book
• Over 350,000 books in print across this popular series
QTY
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• An Aussie Christmas take on the classic nonsense rhyme
• Lots of hilarious Christmas details included in every illustration — watch out Santa Claus!
SCHOLASTIC AUSTRALIA • ISBN 9781742762036 • BOARD BOOK • PICTURE • AGES 1+
• 175 X 167 MM • 22 PP • $11.99

Ella Diaries: I ♥ Christmas
Meredith Costain
Illus Danielle McDonald

2 BOOKS
IN 1

$15.99
Ella can’t wait to have Christmas at Moonlight Gardens Caravan Park. Will her perfect holiday turn into
Christmas Chaos?
Ella has come up with a plan to make her holidays excellent again! But will Ella’s Operation Merry Christmas
be a success?

Sales Points:
• Two favourite Ella Diaries Christmas stories, Christmas Chaos and Operation Merry Christmas, together
in one festive collection
QTY

ª|xHSLHODy81 245z

• Tom Gates meets Dork Diaries for young girls
• This popular Australian series has over 500,000 copies in print
• Coloured illustrations on every page
• Made especially for fans of all things friendship and fun!
SCHOLASTIC AUSTRALIA • ISBN 9781743811245 • PAPERBACK • FICTION • AGES 7+
• 190 X 150 MM • 288 PP • $15.99
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Ella Diaries: Excellent Collection
Meredith Costain
Illus Danielle McDonald

BOXED SET INCLUDING
FILL-IN JOURNAL

$89.99
WARNING: You are about to read my UTTERLY BIGGEST SECRETS. Can I trust you? OK then. I’m Ella, and these
are my diaries.

Sales Points:
• Write your own diary just like Ella in the top-secret journal included in this excellent collection
• Includes nine Ella Diaries stories plus a fill-in journal inside

QTY
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• Each book has coloured illustrations on every page
SCHOLASTIC AUSTRALIA • ISBN 9781742762524 • BOXED SET • FICTION • AGES 7+ • 190 X 150 MM
• $89.99

Horizon #2: Deadzone
Jennifer A. Nielsen

$15.99
The survivors have made it out of the jungle, but they may be sorry they ever
left when they stumble upon a whole new ecosystem, populated with entirely new threats.
And the greatest threat of all may come from within. Because one of the kids is changing . . .

Sales Points:
• Jen Nielsen is a rockstar, a Scholastic exclusive author, who is perfectly positioned to
promote this series
• Jen has a strong fanbase, is always well reviewed, and aces her public appearances
• Supernatural survival, great reads, an awesome game — a multi-platform dream project
• This series has a big digital element, with games for computers, phones, and tablets and lots of
community chat space. Visit horizon.scholastic.com
QTY
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SCHOLASTIC INC • ISBN 9781742767604 • PAPERBACK • FICTION • AGES 9+ • 208 X 135 MM
• 256 PP • $15.99

ALSO AVAILABLE
Horizon #1
Scott Westerfeld

$9.99
Horizon is a supernatural survival story following a diverse group of kids who step from the wreckage of a
plane crash to find themselves stranded, at odds, and under threat from creatures unlike any they’ve seen
before. It’s a fast-paced, eerie mystery that not everyone will survive. And the greatest threat might be the
kid standing next to you . . .

Sales Points:
• This is one of Scholastic’s multi-author, multi-platform series, like 39 Clues and Spirit Animals
• The book will have a big digital element, with games for computers, phones, and tablets and lots of
community chat space
• This seven-book series, to be written by a team of seven authors, is anchored by Scott Westerfeld

QTY
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• Scott Westerfeld’s UGLIES series has sold more than 3 million copies in the US and has been published
in 35 countries
• Scott is involved in every aspect of the project and will promote for the entire life of the series
• Perfectly pitched for upper-primary
SCHOLASTIC INC • ISBN 9781743817605 • PAPERBACK • FICTION • AGES 10+ • 208 X 135 MM
• 256 PP • $9.99
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Sales Points:
• Thor Ragnarok is the third movie instalment in the Marvel series that follows the Asgardian god of thunder
• Thor Ragnarok was the most viewed Disney trailer in 24 hours, with 136 million views!
• There will be cameos from other popular Marvel heroes like Hulk and Doctor Strange
• The MARVEL cinematic universe is one of the highest-grossing franchises in the world
• Movie will be released on 26 October 2017

© 2017 MARVEL

Marvel: Thor Ragnarok:
Activity Bag

Marvel: Thor Ragnarok:
Colouring & Activity Book

Marvel: Thor Ragnarok: Deluxe
Colouring & Activity Book

$7.99

$3.99

$6.99

Complete the colouring and activity pages
in this activity bag to help Thor save his
homeland of Asgard.

Help Thor on his quest to save Asgard!
Grab your colouring pencils and finish the
activities to help Thor on his way.

With 48 pages of colouring and activity
pages, get ready to fight alongside the
mighty God of Thunder, Thor.

SCHOLASTIC AUSTRALIA • ISBN
9781742764825 • PAPERBACK • ACTIVITY
• AGES 5+ • 275 X 210 MM • 2 X 24 PP • $7.99

SCHOLASTIC AUSTRALIA • ISBN
9781742764467 • PAPERBACK • ACTIVITY
• AGES 5+ • 275 X 210 MM • 24 PP • $3.99

SCHOLASTIC AUSTRALIA • ISBN
9781742764030 • PAPERBACK • ACTIVITY
• AGES 5+ • 276 X 200 MM • 48 PP • $6.99

QTY
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QTY
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QTY
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Marvel: Thor Ragnarok: Giant Activity Pad

Marvel: Thor Ragnarok: Sticker Activity Book

$10.99

$7.99

Join Thor in saving Asgard, with 32 pages of fun colouring and
activity adventures.

A 16-page full-colour sticker activity book to tie in with the release
of the Marvel movie Thor Ragnarok. Features two pages of colourful
stickers.

SCHOLASTIC AUSTRALIA • ISBN 9781742764733
• PAPERBACK • ACTIVITY • AGES 5+ • 296 X 373 MM • 32 PP
• $10.99
QTY
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SCHOLASTIC AUSTRALIA • ISBN 9781742764474
• PAPERBACK • ACTIVITY • AGES 5+ • 280 X 204 MM • 16 PP • $7.99
QTY
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Marvel: Thor Ragnarok: Movie Novel

Marvel: Thor Ragnarok: Movie Storybook

$10.99

$9.99

When Thor finds himself imprisoned on the other side of the
universe without his mighty hammer, Mjolnir, he must survive a
contest that pits him against his former ally and fellow Avenger
. . . the Incredible Hulk! Read the novel of the latest action-packed
Marvel movie as Thor has to race against time to get back to Asgard
and stop the destruction of his homeland. Includes 8 pages of
colour stills from the film.

Relive the excitement of the film with this full-colour storybook!
Thor finds himself imprisoned on the other side of the universe
without his mighty hammer, Mjolnir. He has to race against time
to get back to Asgard and stop Ragnarok — the destruction of
his homeland — at the hands of an all-powerful new threat, the
ruthless Hela.

SCHOLASTIC AUSTRALIA • ISBN 9781742764993
• PAPERBACK • FICTION • AGES 8+ • 194 X 133 MM • 152 PP
• $10.99

SCHOLASTIC AUSTRALIA • ISBN 9781742765761
• HARDBACK • FICTION • AGES 7+ • 281 X 210 MM • 48 PP
• $9.99

QTY
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Lead Titles
All the Crooked Saints
Maggie Stiefvater

$19.99
Here is a thing everyone wants: A miracle. Here is a thing everyone fears: What it takes to get one. Any visitor to
Bicho Raro, Colorado, is likely to find a landscape of dark saints, forbidden love, scientific dreams, miracle-mad
owls, estranged affections, one or two orphans and a sky full of watchful desert stars. At the heart of this place
you will find the Soria family, who all have the ability to perform unusual miracles. And at the heart of this family
are three cousins longing to change its future: Beatriz, the girl without feelings, who wants only to be free to
examine her thoughts; Daniel, the Saint of Bicho Raro, who performs miracles for everyone but himself; and
Joaquin, who spends his nights running a renegade radio station under the name Diablo Diablo. They are all
looking for a miracle. But the miracles of Bicho Raro are never quite what you expect.

Sales Points:
QTY
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• From best-selling author Maggie Stiefvater, a gripping tale of darkness, miracles and family
• Maggie has won the Printz Award for The Scorpio Times and has had her Shiver books on The New York Times
Bestsellers list
• The Raven Cycle series shows how fast and far her star is rising — here and around the world
SCHOLASTIC INC • ISBN 9781742767611 • PAPERBACK • FICTION • AGES 12+ • 204 X 133 MM
• 400 PP • $19.99

Show Stopper
Hayley Barker

$18.99
Our country has turned its back on inclusion: the descendants of immigrants have been denied status and
security and must sell their children to a travelling circus — to perform at the mercy of ravenous lions,
sabotaged high wires and a demonic ringmaster. The ruling class — the Pures — visit the circus as an escape
from their structured, safe, high-achieving lives to experience pure entertainment with a brutal, bloodthirsty
edge. Ben, the teenage son of a draconian government minister, attends on opening night and falls under the
spell of Hoshiko, a tightrope walker and the star attraction. But as he steps beyond the sparkle and spectacle
of the circus, to reveal the horrors that lurk beneath, can he find the courage to resist, to rebel, to help end the
cruelty and the carnage?

Sales Points:

QTY
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• All the pace, action and danger of The Hunger Games, all the starcrossed romance of Noughts and Crosses
— this book packs some powerful political punches which never compromise the moving, brave and
dramatic story
• The mesmerising, heart-in-mouth action set pieces in the circus are breathtakingly tense
• This is the new Hunger Games — the blockbuster, cinematic, crossover speculative fiction star of summer
2017 and beyond
SCHOLASTIC UK • ISBN 9781407179674 • PAPERBACK • FICTION • AGES 12+ • 198 X 129 MM
• 400 PP • $18.99

Thornhill
Pam Smy

$29.99
As she unpacks in her new bedroom, Ella is irresistibly drawn to the big old house that she can see out of her
window. Surrounded by overgrown gardens, barbed wire fences and ‘keep out’ signs, it looks derelict. But that
night, a light goes on in one of the windows. And the next day she sees a girl in the grounds. Ella is hooked.
The house has a story to tell. She is sure of it. Enter Thornhill, Institute for Children, and discover the dark
secrets that lie within. But once inside, will you ever leave?

Sales Points:

QTY
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• Forget what you think a novel should be and what it should look like. Thornhill is a story in two strands, one
in pictures and one in words — working together as a whole
• An extraordinary, unsettling and gripping tale
• Pam Smy is an inspired story teller — Thornhill is a masterpiece
DAVID FICKLING BOOKS • ISBN 9781910200612 • HARDBACK • FICTION • AGES 10+ • 210 X 148 MM
• 544 PP • $29.99
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Picture Books
When I Grow Up
Tim Minchin
Illus Steve Antony

$21.99

INCLUDES DIGITAL
DOWNLOAD CARD
WITH SONG PERFORMED
BY TIM MINCHIN

By award-winning lyricist Tim Minchin, illustrated by Steve Antony. Includes bonus download of a NEW
recording of the song by Tim Minchin!

Sales Points:
• Magical new picture book based on the much-loved hit song
QTY
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• An incredible creative collaboration: written and performed by Tim Minchin, with illustrations by
Steve Antony.
• Includes BONUS NEW VERSION of the song performed by Tim Minchin, available as a digital download
• Humorous, playful and wistful book to be shared and treasured by readers of all ages
• Tim Minchin’s lyrics and music have achieved international critical acclaim, winning multiple awards and
selling out venues around the globe
SCHOLASTIC AUSTRALIA • ISBN 9781742764955 • HARDBACK • PICTURE • AGES 3+ • 260 X 260 MM
• 32 PP • $21.99

There’s a Big Green Frog in the Toilet
Anh Do & Simon Mellor
Illus Heath McKenzie

$21.99
There’s a big green frog in the toilet and it’s looking up at me.
There’s a big green frog in the toilet and I’m busting for a wee!
Sing along to find out what happens when a frog won’t budge in this funny story from Anh Do, Simon Mellor
and Heath McKenzie!

Sales Points:
QTY
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• NEW picture book with bonus CD from the HUGELY popular and best-selling author ANH DO!
• Hilarious story of a big green frog that just won’t budge, and a boy who’s BUSTING to go to the loo
• Sing along with a cast of funny characters as they try their best (and FAIL!) to move that frog
• Following on from the hugely popular ABIA-shortlisted book and CD What Do They Do With All the Poo
From All the Animals at the Zoo?
SCHOLASTIC PRESS • ISBN 9781743812495 • HARDBACK • PICTURE • AGES 3+ • 250 X 240 MM
• 32 PP • $21.99

Koalas Eat Gum Leaves
Laura Bunting
Illus Philip Bunting

$18.99
Koalas eat gum leaves. For breakfast, lunch and dinner, and even on their birthday. Most koalas don’t seem to
mind. But one does. He is on the lookout for some tastier tucker . . . and he’s about to make a discovery that
changes everything. A tale about having too much of a good thing.

Sales Points:
• The quirky and celebrated author/illustrator of Mopoke
• A husband/wife team fast becoming rising stars in the children’s book world
• Philip’s unique and instantly recognisable illustrations are being noticed here and internationally
QTY
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• Companion book to the well-received and much-loved Mopoke
• A third book, Kookaburras Love to Laugh, to follow in 2018
OMNIBUS BOOKS • ISBN 9781742991832 • HARDBACK • PICTURE • AGES 4+ • 280 X 210 MM
• 32 PP • $18.99
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Picture Books
Good Night,
Sleep Tight
Mem Fox
Illus Judy Horacek

My Digger is Bigger

NEW IN
PAPERBACK

Lou Kuenzler
Illus Dan Taylor

$17.99
QTY

$17.99
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Bonnie and Ben go on a wonderful bedtime adventure before
it’s time to say good night, sleep tight!

Sales Points:
• From best-selling author and illustrator, Mem Fox and Judy
Horacek, creators of Where is the Green Sheep?, This and
That and Ducks Away!
• A cast of wonderful characters introducing traditional
nursery rhymes
• An instant classic now in paperback

QTY
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Rex Rhino roars along in his digger, Charlie Cheetah zooms by in his
super-fast motor, and Holly Hornet whizzes right up to the sky in her
jet, as the animals compete to find out whose vehicle is best. But it
is little Jack the Gerbil who really wows the crowd with his gravitydefying scooter tricks.

Sales Point:
• A riotous rhyming picture book with a fantastic fold-out finale
SCHOLASTIC UK • ISBN 9781407172880 • PAPERBACK
• PICTURE • AGES 3+ • 275 X 250 MM • 32 PP • $17.99

OMNIBUS BOOKS • ISBN 9781742762708 • PAPERBACK
• PICTURE • AGES 4+ • 225 X 215 MM • 32 PP • $17.99

Noisy Nights

Take Ted Instead

Fleur McDonald
Illus Annie White

Cassandra Webb
Illus Amanda Francey

$17.99

$17.99

QTY
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A farmer struggles to get to sleep with all the noise from his farm
animals. He finally finds the solution to a good night’s sleep.

Sales Points:
• Fleur McDonald is a best-selling author of adult fiction. This is her
first picture book
• Annie White’s latest book My Dad is a Bear was a CBCA Notable
Book and shortlisted for the Prime Minister’s Literary Awards
• Beautifully illustrated farmyard fun
NEW FRONTIER PUBLISHING • ISBN 9781925059922
• PAPERBACK • PICTURE • AGES 3+ • 240 X 240 MM • 32 PP • $17.99

QTY
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It’s bedtime for one tired little boy. Why should he go to bed when
everyone else in the house is still awake? He has a plan to keep himself
wide awake . . .

Sales Points:
• Look out for the little boy in each spread as he points to his various
companions
• A fun story that shows a young boy’s attachment to the many
creatures and toys around him
• A helpful way to ease the bedtime process
NEW FRONTIER PUBLISHING • ISBN 9781925059885
• PAPERBACK • PICTURE • AGES 4+ • 240 X 240 MM • 32 PP • $17.99
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Picture Books
My Learning Library
$24.99

BOXED SET

My Learning Library is a delightful collection of eight first-concept board
books for young children. Stored within a sturdy carry case, these mini books
are perfect for small hands to hold and explore. Titles: 123, ABC, Things That
Go, Colours, Shapes, Opposites, On the Farm and Animals.

Sales Points:
• Box has a transparent window, so titles can be seen before buying
• Gorgeous illustrations, bold design and simple word labels provide a
delightful introduction to first concepts
SCHOLASTIC INC • ISBN 9781338221268 • BOXED SET • PICTURE
• AGES 1+ • 157 X 215 MM • $24.99

QTY
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Mary McScary
R.L. Stine
Illus Marc Brown

$24.99
Two talented children’s book icons reunite in a picture book that is equal parts spooky and fun! Mary likes to
be scary. But there’s just one person Mary can’t scare . . . her cousin, Harry McScary. He’s not afraid of the
usual things, like spiders, snakes and other creepy crawlies. But Mary doesn’t give up that easily and one way
or another she’ll find a way to give Harry the scare of his life . . .
SCHOLASTIC INC • ISBN 9781338038569 • HARDBACK • PICTURE • AGES 4+ • 216 X 279 MM
• 40 PP • $24.99

QTY
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A Werewolf Named Oliver James
Nicholas John Frith

$17.99
On his way home one moonlit night, a strange thing happens to Oliver James: he unexpectedly turns into
a werewolf! Suddenly, he can run faster than an express train! He can leap higher than tall buildings! He’s
stronger than a lion! There’s only one problem: what on earth will his parents say, when he gets home?

QTY
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Sales Points:
• A witty and original new picture book by the prize-winning creator of Hector and Hummingbird
• Perfect for Hallowe’en — a boy turns into a werewolf, and discovers how much fun it is having
superpowers
• Nicholas John Frith was the inaugural winner of the hugely prestigious Klaus Flugge Prize for the Most
Exciting Newcomer to Picture Book Illustration
• Both Hector and Hummingbird and Hello, Mr Dodo have been shortlisted for the Evening Standard’s
Oscar’s Book Prize
• Super-stylish retro illustrations, using a limited palette of colours
SCHOLASTIC UK • ISBN 9781407171982 • PAPERBACK • PICTURE • AGES 3+ • 216 X 270 MM
• 32 PP • $17.99
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Picture Books
Honey Pot Bear: Paint That Flower
Garry Fleming

$18.99
Honey Pot Bear, or H P Bear to his friends, loves to paint pictures. In this delightful book, H P Bear gives
children a first lesson in painting. Written and illustrated by award-winning author and illustrator Garry
Fleming, this book was inspired by Garry’s own experiences teaching young children how to draw and paint.
BROLLY BOOKS • ISBN 9781925386653 • PAPERBACK • PICTURE • AGES 3+ • 250 X 250 MM
• 32 PP • $18.99

QTY
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Honey Pot Bear: Paint That Bug
Garry Fleming

$18.99
Honey Pot Bear, or H P Bear to his friends, loves to paint pictures. In this delightful book, H P Bear gives
children a lesson in painting. Written and illustrated by award-winning author and illustrator Garry Fleming.
BROLLY BOOKS • ISBN 9781925386660 • PAPERBACK • PICTURE • AGES 3+ • 250 X 250 MM
• 32 PP • $18.99

QTY
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Magic Unicorns
Shirley Barber

$18.99
Rachel and Robert thought there was something mysterious about the big, old mirror at the entrance
to Aunt Zelda’s gift shop. Aunt Zelda told them there was a magical world on the other side, and they
wondered whether that was true. One day their question was answered in a most spectacular way!
Magic will happen . . .
BROLLY BOOKS • ISBN 9781925386622 • PICTURE • AGES 4+ • 297 X 220 MM
• 24 PP • $18.99

QTY
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Fiction
The Baby-Sitters Club — The Classic Collection
Ann Martin
Illus Raina Telgemeier

BOXED
SET

$39.99
Kristy, Mary-Anne, Claudia and Stacey share their adventures in this awesome eight-book
collection!

Sales Points:
• Includes titles 1–8
• Baby-Sitters Club (BSC) is back! Fans are still blogging about the original series
• Kristy, Claudia, Mary Anne and Stacey star in adventures about the summer before BSC
• Ann Martin’s voice is as fresh as ever, and these friendship stories still ring true
• Baby-sitting is forever — modern girls today will be inspired by and identify with the
BSC girls
• The hit series returns to charm and inspire another generation of baby-sitters
QTY
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SCHOLASTIC INC • ISBN 9781742763293 • BOXED SET • FICTION • AGES 8+ • 198 X 128 MM
• 176 PP • $39.99

HOLEY CHEESE!
THERE ARE MORE THAN 35 MILLION GERONIMO
STILTON BOOKS IN PRINT IN THE U.S. ALONE!

Geronimo Stilton
Micekings #5: The
Mysterious Message

Creepella Von
Cacklefur #9: The
Haunted Dinosaur

Geronimo Stilton

Geronimo Stilton

$14.99

$14.99

QTY
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The micekings have received a mysterious letter, and smarty-mouse
Geronimo Stiltonord is the only one who can read it! Unfortunately,
he still can’t understand it — but he knows it’s a message from the
Oofa Oofas, the laziest rodents in the ancient far north. The micekings
decide to pay them a visit, in case the message is asking for help . . . and
drag Geronimo along for the adventure!

Sales Points:
• Fans of Geronimo Stilton will love this wild spin-off, set in the time
of Vikings and dragons
• Micekings stories are silly, action-packed and full of familiar
characters — and fun new ones
• Readers will love the hilarious jokes and adventures the Viking-like
setting provides
• There are more than 35 million books in print in the U.S. alone

QTY
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A terrible haunted dinosaur is wreaking havoc throughout Mysterious
Valley! He’s scattering bones and leaving destruction in his wake.
Creepella steps up to the task of taming this creature — and brings
Geronimo along for the adventure!

Sales Points:
• Creepella’s blend of laughs, thrills and chills makes this series great
for the Halloween season
• With full-colour interiors, these books have the same fantastic
appeal as the original GS series
• Creepella’s spooky, silly personality makes her a great companion
character to Geronimo
SCHOLASTIC INC • ISBN 9781338087895 • PAPERBACK
• FICTION • AGES 7+ • 193 X 132 MM • 128 PP • $14.99

SCHOLASTIC INC • ISBN 9781338088724 • PAPERBACK
• FICTION • AGES 7+ • 193 X 132 MM • 128 PP • $14.99
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Fiction
The Wrong Train
Jeremy de Quidt

$16.99

NEW IN
PAPERBACK

Imagine you’ve just managed to catch your train and you realise it’s the
wrong one — you’d be annoyed of course, but not scared . . . yet. Imagine you get
off the wrong train at the next station hoping to catch a train going back the way
you came, but the station is empty. Again you’d be annoyed, but not scared . . . yet.
Imagine someone comes to the station, someone who starts to tell you stories to help
you pass the time, but these aren’t any old stories . . . Scared yet? You will be.

Sales Points:
• Astonishingly scary stories to send shivers down your spine!
• A master storyteller returns with a book that will thrill
QTY
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DAVID FICKLING BOOKS • ISBN 9781910989500 • PAPERBACK • FICTION • AGES 12+
• 198 X 130 MM • 216 PP • $16.99

The Phoenix Presents: Bunny vs Monkey Book 4
Jamie Smart

$17.99
You will squeal with laughter as Bunny and friends attack each other with spectacular inventions, bake cakes,
and try to stop Monkey taking over the woods — all the while staying hidden from the hew-mans . . .

Sales Points:
• The fourth book in the hilarious world of Bunny vs Monkey
• Perfectly funny and gloriously silly graphic novel for ages 6–12
• Full of vibrant colour, action and laughter
• Jamie Smart is a Roald Dahl Funny Prize-nominated author

QTY
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DAVID FICKLING BOOKS • ISBN 9781910989791 • PAPERBACK • FICTION • AGES 6+
• 250 X 176 MM • 64 PP • $17.99

The Phoenix Presents: Good Dog, Bad Dog:
The Golden Bone of Alexandria
Dave Shelton

$17.99
Kirk Bergman and Duncan McBoo are pedigree police: the finest canine cops in all Muttropolis. And they’re
never short of work. The city is heaving with cunning crooks and malevolent mongrels who would sell their
own mother for a bone. Join our dog detectives as they chase leads, sniff out crime, collar the bad guys and
get their teeth into adventures full of action, suspense and . . . milkshakes.

Sales Points:
• A comic-book masterpiece from the award-winning Dave Shelton
• Hilarious japes and masterful puns

QTY
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DAVID FICKLING BOOKS • ISBN 9781910989890 • PAPERBACK • FICTION • AGES 6+
• 250 X 176 MM • 64 PP • $17.99
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Fiction
Who Let the Gods Out? #2: Simply the Quest
Maz Evans

$17.99
Elliot Hooper’s troubles are far from over: his mum’s health worsens, he’s struggling
at school, and a bunch of anarchic Greek immortals have moved into his home —
including teen goddess Virgo, who’s in trouble with the Zodiac. What’s more,
death-daemon Thanatos and his scary mum are at large. As even more immortal allies and
enemies emerge, Virgo and Elliot must learn how to be heroes . . .

Sales Points:
• The raucous sequel to Maz Evans’ internationally best-selling anarchic romp, Who Let the Gods Out?
• Published only six months after publication of the first book in the series
QTY
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• Our hero, Elliot, embarks on another hilarious, heartfelt adventure with the Greek gods — and the
stakes are higher than ever . . .
THE CHICKEN HOUSE • ISBN 9781910655511 • PAPERBACK • FICTION • AGES 10+ • 198 X 129 MM
• 350 PP • $17.99

ALSO AVAILABLE:
Who Let the Gods Out?
Maz Evans

$17.99
Elliot’s Mum is ill and his home is under threat, but a shooting star crashes to Earth and changes his life
forever. The star is Virgo — a young zodiac goddess on a mission. But the pair accidentally release Thanatos,
a wicked death daemon imprisoned beneath Stonehenge, and must then turn to the Olympian gods for help.
After centuries of cushy retirement on earth, are Zeus and his crew up to the task of saving the world —
and solving Elliot’s problems too?
THE CHICKEN HOUSE • ISBN 9781910655412 • PAPERBACK • FICTION • AGES 10+ • 198 X 128 MM
• 350 PP • $17.99

QTY
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The Secret Cooking Club #2: Confetti & Cake
Laurel Remington

$17.99
Scarlett’s blog has found success beyond her wildest dreams. A TV show is on the cards, and the Secret
Cooking Club has several new members. What’s more, her mum is getting married, and Scarlett is baking
the wedding cake. Everything is perfect . . . or is it? Her estranged dad arrives in town unannounced, and
Scarlett’s friends say fame has gone to her head. As the wedding approaches, she has much more on her
mind than the perfect bake . . .

Sales Points:
• The warm, fun and brilliantly observed sequel to The Secret Cooking Club
• Themes of friendship, fame and family are explored as our protagonist Scarlett prepares for her
mother’s wedding

QTY
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• Perfect for junior bakers — or simply enthusiastic cake-lovers
THE CHICKEN HOUSE • ISBN 9781911077749 • PAPERBACK • FICTION • AGES 10+ • 198 X 129 MM
• 288 PP • $17.99
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Fiction
Wings of Fire #10: Darkness of Dragons
Tui T. Sutherland

$19.99
Qibli knows Darkstalker must be stopped. And he knows he could stop him — if he had magic. With even a
sliver of the ancient dragon’s all-powerful scroll, Qibli could rewrite history the right way: end war forever;
make every dragon happy; perhaps even cast a very small spell so that everyone would like him . . . Instead,
as Darkstalker’s dangerous influence spreads across Pyrrhia, entrancing or killing every dragon in the seven
tribes, Qibli can only grasp the small animus objects he’s borrowed from Turtle. With some clever thinking,
Qibli’s talons finally hold the power to make a difference. But prophecies are not easy to rewrite. Can Qibli
be the magical force Pyrrhia needs, or will he be the one to bring Jade Mountain — and his family, his friends,
his whole world — crashing down?

Sales Points:
• There are over 2.5 million copies in print across all channels of this best-selling series
QTY
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• Tui’s devoted FanWing base continues to grow: online and on tour
• The series is growing with eshorts, a special edition, and graphic novel adaptations
SCHOLASTIC INC • ISBN 9780545685474 • HARDBACK • FICTION • AGES 8+ • 210 X 140 MM
• 336 PP • $19.99

Goosebumps Slappyworld #2: Attack of the Jack!
R.L. Stine

$9.99
Devin and his sister Violet are visiting their Uncle Jack for the summer. Jack was a sailor and he has collected
strange and fascinating items from the sea. Exploring a back room, Devin and Violet discover a locked
pirate’s chest, and when they open it a very ugly, mean-looking pirate puppet pops up. ‘Thanks for letting
Sailor Jack out!’ he rasps, bouncing on his spring. Will Jack return them to their uncle? Just how much is a
pirate’s promise worth?

Sales Points:
• The Goosebumps movie grossed over $120 million dollars worldwide at the box office
• Brand new Goosebumps narrated by Slappy, the most iconic villain
• R.L. Stine currently has over 174,000 followers on Twitter
QTY
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• Fan base is a combination of current kids and an older nostalgia-related audience
SCHOLASTIC INC • ISBN 9781338068368 • PAPERBACK • FICTION • AGES 8+ • 194 X 134 MM
• 160 PP • $9.99
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Non Fiction
Sales Points:
• Modern, magazine-style pages
• Includes top 10 lists, fast facts, quick-fire quizzes and more!
• Beautiful vivid photography

In Focus: Oceans and Seas
Steve Parker

$15.99
What ocean animal dances every morning? Who plays with their food? Where can you find fish that light up?
KINGFISHER PUBLICATIONS • ISBN 9780753441060 • PAPERBACK • NON FICTION • AGES 6+
• 257 X 207 MM • 64 PP • $15.99

QTY
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In Focus: Polar Lands
Clive Gifford

$15.99
What is a glacier calf? Why don’t polar bears hunt penguins? Which animals turn white in winter?
KINGFISHER PUBLICATIONS • ISBN 9780753441077 • PAPERBACK • NON FICTION • AGES 6+
• 257 X 207 MM • 64 PP • $15.99

QTY
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In Focus: Space
Raman Prinja

$15.99
Why did scientists send a dog to space? What was the first song to play on Mars? Which planet has the most
moons? In Focus: Space has the answers!
KINGFISHER PUBLICATIONS • ISBN 9780753441084 • PAPERBACK • NON FICTION • AGES 6+
• 257 X 207 MM • 64 PP • $15.99

QTY
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Non Fiction
Sales Points:
• Filled with lively rhyming text by the award-winning poet Tony Mitton that perfectly complements
Ant Parker’s illustrations
• Picture dictionary builds vocabulary and makes learning fun

Amazing Machines:
Terrific Trains

Amazing Machines:
Flashing Fire Engines

Tony Mitton
Illus Ant Parker

Tony Mitton
Illus Ant Parker

$11.99
QTY

BOARD
BOOK

$11.99
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Terrific Trains follows the animal crew as they get to grips with
railroads. Climb on board and whizz down the track to discover
different kinds of trains, the things they do, and how rail travel
works. Every page of this chunky board book is full of the kind of
detail that machine-mad toddlers love: diesel, steam and electric
engines, points on the track, the signals and so much more!
KINGFISHER PUBLICATIONS • ISBN 9780753441534
• BOARD BOOK • PICTURE • AGES 3+ • 170 X 170 MM • 24 PP
• $11.99

QTY

$11.99
QTY

KINGFISHER PUBLICATIONS • ISBN 9780753441541
• BOARD BOOK • PICTURE • AGES 3+ • 170 X 170 MM • 24 PP
• $11.99

Amazing Machines:
Marvellous Motorbikes

BOARD
BOOK
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Flashing Fire Engines follows the animal crew as they become
firefighters. Climb on board the fire engine, ride along and learn how
to put out the fires to save the day! Every page of this chunky board
book is full of the kind of detail that machine-mad toddlers love: the
fireman’s pole, the siren, the long ladder, and much more!

Amazing Machines:
Hovering Helicopters
Tony Mitton
Illus Ant Parker

BOARD
BOOK

Tony Mitton
Illus Ant Parker

$11.99
QTY

BOARD
BOOK

ª|xHSKHPDy439 75z

Hover in the air with some wacky animal pilots in this cheerful
picture book all about helicopters. Lively wordplay, vibrant art, plus
a visual dictionary, make this title a must-have for bookshelves
everywhere.

Zoom down the street with some cool animal bikers in this cheerful
picture book all about motorbikes. Lively wordplay, vibrant art, plus a
visual dictionary, make this title a must-have for bookshelves
everywhere.

KINGFISHER PUBLICATIONS • ISBN 9780753439982
• BOARD BOOK • PICTURE • AGES 3+ • 203 X 203 MM • 24 PP
• $11.99

KINGFISHER PUBLICATIONS • ISBN 9780753439975
• BOARD BOOK • PICTURE • AGES 3+ • 203 X 203 MM • 24 PP
• $11.99
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Non Fiction
Horrible Histories
Blood-curdling
Box of Books
Terry Deary
Illus Martin Brown

$119.99
QTY

Then and Now: Work

BOXED
SET

Charles Hope

$17.99

ª|xHSLEKHy17 618z

Twenty foul favourites from the best-selling series, presented in a bloodcurdling box. Features all the favourites, from the Awesome Egyptians and
Terrible Tudors to the Rotten Romans and Woeful Second World War.

QTY

ª|xHSLHOCy034539z

Throughout much of human history, people have had to work
to survive. The jobs and working experiences of today have
come a long way from those of the past. Welcome to the
fascinating world of Then and Now: Work.

Sales Points:

WILD DOG BOOKS • ISBN 9781742034539 • PICTURE
• NON FICTION • AGES 6+ • 210 X 297 MM • 24 PP • $17.99

• Twenty titles presented in a blood-curdling box
• Features new cover designs
• The perfect gift for children who like their history a little more gory
• Each title features 16 extra pages of nasty bits, including an interesting index
and quiz questions
• Filled with hilarious illustrations by Martin Brown
SCHOLASTIC UK • ISBN 9781407177618 • BOXED SET • NON FICTION
• AGES 8+ • 192 X 192 MM • 2880 PP • $119.99

Activity
My Little Night Light
$24.99
Kids won’t be afraid of the dark after making their very own night-light. This DIY night-light kit
comes with four different backgrounds, five landscapes, and over fifty transparent punch-outs
that can be mixed and matched to create 3D scenes that glow at night. It’s surely a dream
come true!

Sales Points:
• Clear instructions that make it easy to create your own night-light
• Comes with night-light with a timer, four different backgrounds, projection discs and
more
• Mix and match over 50 different cut-outs
• 24-page idea book included

QTY

ª|xHSLDNIy1595 4z

KLUTZ • ISBN 9781338159554 • BOXED SET • ACTIVITY • AGES 4+ • 265 X 250 MM
• 24 PP • $24.99
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Licensed Product
LEGO Nexo Knights: World of Nexo Knights Heroes
$14.99
It takes a special hero to join the NEXO KNIGHTSTM team! In this official guide you’ll meet the NEXO
KNIGHTS heroes, discover the history of Knighton and the Cloud of Monstrox, explore the knights’ newest
gear, learn all about their shields, enemies, vehicles, weapons and more! If that wasn’t enough, you’ll also get
a sneak peek at what’s next for the heroes of Knighton. It’s everything you wanted to know about the NEXO
KNIGHTS heroes!
SCHOLASTIC INC • ISBN 9781338189919 • PAPERBACK • PICTURE • AGES 7+ • 229 X 153 MM • 128 PP
• $14.99

QTY

ª|xHSLDNIy189 19z
Marvel: Hero Legends
$99.99

BOXED SET

This box set features 15 amazing origin stories in full colour, including Captain America Joins the Avengers;
The New Avengers: An Origin Story; Ant-Man: A Hero Story; Avengers: An Origin Story; Captain America:
An Origin Story; Guardians of the Galaxy: An Origin Story; Avengers: An Origin Story; Hulk: An Origin Story;
Iron Man: An Origin Story; Thor: An Origin Story; Captain America: A Battle Story; Ant-Man: An Origin Story;
Spider-Man: A Hero Story; Hawkeye: An Origin Story and Avengers: A Battle Story.

Sales Points:
• Contains 15 hardback origin stories
• Each 32-page book has full colour internals
SCHOLASTIC AUSTRALIA • ISBN 9781742762913 • BOXED SET • FICTION • AGES 3+ • 280 X 210 MM
• $99.99
QTY

ª|xHSLHOCy762913z
Hot Wheels: Supercharged Stories
$19.99

TWO BONUS HOT WHEELS CARS

This Hot Wheels bind-up includes three level K readers: Street Heat, Monster Trucks and Race the World. It
also comes with two Hot Wheels cars!

Sales Points:
• Includes three supercharged stories, with full-colour illustrations
• There are 10 Hot Wheels cars sold every second

QTY

ª|xHSLHOCy762951z

• 8.9 million cars are made every week
• Hot Wheels is the No. 1 selling toy in the world
• Celebrating 50 years in 2018
SCHOLASTIC AUSTRALIA • ISBN 9781742762951 • HARDBACK • PICTURE • AGES 5+ • 220 X 150 MM
• 96 PP • $19.99
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Licensed Product
Barbie You Can Be: Dream Big Collection
$19.99

INCLUDES BARBIE DOLL

Read the three Barbie stories and play with your Barbie doll. Titles include: You Can Be a
Horse-Rider, You Can Be an Ice Skater and You Can Be a Ballerina.

Sales Points:
• Mattel has sold over one billion Barbie™ dolls
• Barbie™ is an enduring and globally recognisable icon with inter-generational interest
• Barbie™ brand overhaul now focuses on female independence and freedom, with diverse
body shapes, skin tones and hairstyles
• Barbie™ has appeared in numerous animated features, with full-scale toy and publishing
tie-ins
QTY

ª|xHSLHOCy76294 z

• Massive social media presence across multiple platforms and apps
SCHOLASTIC AUSTRALIA • ISBN 9781742762944 • HARDBACK • ACTIVITY • AGES 4+
• 220 X 150 MM • 96 PP • $19.99

Shopkins: Ultimate Collector’s Guide Vol. 3
$14.99
There are cute fruits, tasty treats, fabulous footwear and more. With hundreds of characters to
collect, there’s never a reason not to shop! The third edition of this essential collector’s guide
includes all the fun facts and tidbits about the latest ShopkinsTM characters, including new content
for Season 5 and 6 — and a fun fold-out poster!

Sales Points:
• New characters released on a regular basis and two new webisodes added every month
• ‘Welcome to Shopville’ app has over 10 million downloads
• Over 400m views on Shopkins webisodes and fan videos on YouTube
• Over $16m in retail sales since launch in September 2014
• Hundreds of Shopkins to collect with two seasons launched every year to keep product fresh
SCHOLASTIC AUSTRALIA • ISBN 9781338135572 • PAPERBACK • PICTURE • AGES 4+
• 229 X 152 MM • 144 PP • $14.99

QTY

ª|xHSLDNIy135 72z
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Licensed Product
MONSTER HIGH and associated trademarks and trade dress are owned by,
and used under license from, Mattel. ©2017 Mattel. All Rights Reserved.

Sales Point:
• Monster High captures the awkward teenage moments that we all experience in high school. At its core, the brand celebrates everyone’s
inner monster by encouraging all to: Be Yourself. Be Unique. Be a Monster
• Characters inspired by famous monsters: Frankie Stein (daughter of Frankenstein’s monster), Clawdeen Wolf (daughter of the Wolfman),
Draculaura (daughter of Count Dracula)
• Massive social media presence across multiple platforms
• Franchise includes stationery, bags, toys, games, TV specials, a web series and DVD movies

Monster High:
Colouring and
Activity Book

Monster High:
Dress Up and Design
Sticker Book

$3.99

$6.99

QTY

ª|xHSLHOCy768052z

Join the ghoul gang in this monsterlicious colouring and activity book.

Sales Point:
• 24 pages of Ghoul Power
SCHOLASTIC AUSTRALIA • ISBN 9781742768052
• PAPERBACK • ACTIVITY • AGES 5+ • 275 X 210 MM • 24 PP • $3.99

QTY

ª|xHSLHOCy76 79 z

Join the ghoul gang and get creative as you decorate and design some
monsterlicious outfits for the ghoulies. There are plenty of fangtastic
activities for you to do as well!

Sales Point:
• Over 170 stickers
SCHOLASTIC AUSTRALIA • ISBN 9781742766799 • PAPERBACK
• ACTIVITY • AGES 5+ • 280 X 204 MM • 16 PP • $6.99

LEGO Ninjago: Story Collection
$39.99

BOXED SET

Ten epic stories featuring the LEGO NINJAGO team: Nya, Kai, Jay, Cole, Lloyd, Zane — and the awesome
Master Wu. Including: The Green Ninja; Attack of the Nindroids; Techno Strike!; The Titanium Ninja; The Rescue
Mission; Ninja vs. Ninja; Spy vs. Spy; The Quest for the Crystal; Return of the Djinn and Day of the Departed.

Sales Points:
• LEGO products have experienced unprecedented double-digit sales growth, fuelled by the success of
The LEGO Movie products
• Supported by classic LEGO toys, which continue to appeal to kids of all ages
• Worldwide brand recognition
• Includes 10 paperback storybooks with full colour internals

QTY

ª|xHSLHOCy767932z

SCHOLASTIC AUSTRALIA • ISBN 9781742767932 • BOXED SET • FICTION • AGES 5+
• 235 X 154 MM • $39.99
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Dumpbins

GREAT SUMMER READS
For Christmas and beyond!
Kiwi Crackers 120-Copy Display
$2278.80
Fifteen copies ea. of eight titles.
SCHOLASTIC NEW ZEALAND • ISBN 9781775435204
• $2278.80
QTY

ª|xHSLHRFy435204z

Kiwi Crackers 80-Copy Display
$1519.20
Ten copies ea. of eight titles.
SCHOLASTIC NEW ZEALAND • ISBN 9781775435198
• $1519.20
QTY

ª|xHSLHRFy435198z

Kiwi Crackers 40-Copy Display
$759.60
Five copies ea. of eight titles.
SCHOLASTIC NEW ZEALAND • ISBN 9781775435181
• $759.60
QTY

ª|xHSLHRFy435181z
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How to Order
Three easy steps to order:
1 Enter your store details below.
2 Select titles and quantities required.
	
3 Return to Customer Services via email:
orders@scholastic.co.nz or fax (09) 274 8115,
or return to your Territory Manager.
For any queries please contact
enquiries@scholastic.co.nz or call (09) 274 8112.
DELIVERY INFORMATION
DELIVER TO:
STORE NAME:

CUSTOMER CODE:

SUBURB:

CUSTOMER ORDER NUMBER:

STATE:

DATE:

SPECIAL INSTRUCTIONS:

Contact Scholastic New Zealand:
TERRITORY MANAGERS
North and West Auckland, Northland:
Anne Preston
apreston@scholastic.co.nz
029 968 9834

Central and Lower North Island, Gisborne:
Irene Gibbs
igibbs@scholastic.co.nz
029 968 9896

South and East Auckland
029 968 9836

Wellington and Lower North Island:
Julie Smart
jsmart@scholastic.co.nz
029 968 9897

Waikato and Bay of Plenty:
Juhli Burnett
jburnett@scholastic.co.nz
029 968 9837

Lower South Island and Otago
029 968 9899
OR CONTACT OUR
CUSTOMER SERVICES TEAM:
Phone: 09 274 8112 or 0800 724 652
Fax: 09 274 8115
Email: enquiries@scholastic.co.nz

Christchurch and Upper South Island
(Ashburton North)
029 968 9898

Prices are correct at time of printing. Prices subject to change without notice.
Scholastic is committed to bringing children and books together and may opt to
release titles early to schools. Should this occur with any of the titles listed in this
edition of Parade, our Trade customers will be able to access these titles as early
as our school customers.

Denotes New Zealand author
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COMING NEXT MONTH

